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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 

Authorisation 
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Bahamas Maritime Authority | 120 Old Broad Street | London | EC2N 1AR | United Kingdom  

T: +442075621300 | E: tech@bahamasmaritime.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit PF-R, PFDK, SPG JIB, GRA ACEBI 

Winch TBE, TE, TR 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit ARPV, RVD ARIM MACHINERY & ENG 

CO 

Davit HSC, DSI0S ACTA 

Winch DCI0S 

Davit BD-PLU ALEXANDER RYAN 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit BDF, BDH, BDR, BDTD, BDTW, BDRW, BDM, BFOD, 

HDF, BDL, BHI, TELESCOPIC, OUTRIGGER, BDFL, 

HDF, FF 

 

BADA (HI) 

Winch FHW, BDW, BDF, BAW, BLW, BMW, BRW, BWL, BWR 

Hook BDR, BHA, BHR, SHA 

Winch H07S4D BMS DAVINCI 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Hook  8,5T BMT NIGLE GEE 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat TELB BALMORAL 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat PE, TDL BIANCHI & CECCHI 

Hook U-HOOK BC Service 

Davit OUTRIGGER COLTS ENGINEERING 

Davit HYDR, FRC COMPA KNUCKLEBOOM 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit C-F, C-S, D-F, D-TF, D-FH, DFG,D-BC, DBR, D-NP.MP, 

D-NP.SP., D-WP, D-FP, D-ND, DTT,  D-CL, D-CR, D-

NPS.SP, SSR.SP, C-L, D-Crm.FR, DCRm.MOR, D-

CRm.R.FR, D-NPS.FR, D-NPS.SP, D-TT, DRTT,D-RT, D-

RC, D-RB, DBCR,DSAD 

DAVIT INTERNATIONAL 

Winch 04, 06, 07, W120L  
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Winch FM, EP DAVIT COMPANY 

Davit  DWS DONGNAM MARINE 

 Winch DSAD 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit DWS, DBD, ZT, ERM, W, LW DONGWOO MACHINERY & 

CRANES 

Winch A, AL, ARP, LW, DWS 

Lifeboat IRB Deustche Schlauchboot 

(DSB) 

Lifeboat SR DUARRY 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat GAR, CFL, CFL-C, RR, FRR 

CL, CLC, CLR, CLX, GMR, SEL, PLL, PLT, EVO, DRAGON, 

TMGR 

 

 

FASSMER 

 
Hook DUPLEX, HR, OLH, RH 

Davit FMPD, FLR, FFH, FSARR,  

Winch FDW 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat RSQ, FRSQ FAST RSQ 

Davit FHD, FFH, ZT, ERM FAMA 

Davit PBR FLUIDO MECCANICA 

Hook FERRI FERRI 

Davit YMV- 

Lifeboat G-FFF, G-FRB GEPA 

Davit RMS, FHS, RHP, RHS, RHT, RHP-HC, RHS-HC, LMS, LHS, 

LGP, GSP, GLP, RHP, SPG/E 

GLOBAL DAVIT 

Winch WL, W07L, WQ4E, RHS 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 
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deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat  PEL, TEL, PB  

GREBEN 

 

Hook NLH, HRA 

Davit GSP-FP, SPG 

Winch EW, EV 

Davit S.A.O GEMMEL AND FROW 

Winch 760, 1000 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat GSL, GSP-FP, GFF, RB, FRB  

HATECKE Hook DUPLEX, SIMPLEX 

Davit FFA, FFB, GSP, FP,  

Davit GD, KHIS GÜRDESAN 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat HS, SO, SM, FO, FM HOEI SENPAKU 

Hook 520,650 

Lifeboat GTC IHI AMTEC 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat HDFL, HDL, HD, HDFN, HLB, HDF, HDFR, HT, HB, HD,  HYUNDAI 

 Hook TALON, THP,  

Hook HMK, HMKST, HLH, HCH HENRIKSEN 

Davit MOB HYDRAKRAFT 

Davit H, MUR, EB, S, H IKNOW (TSUJI) 

Winch  LS LAKE SHORE 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 
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2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat GJ, JY-FN, JY-FF, JY-QFP, JY-QFN, JY-GZ, GZ, B1, CJ  

 

JIANGSU JIAOYAN 

(JIANGYIN XINJIANG) 

Davit JYF, JY-HG, P, JYL, JYGR, JYPL, JYRC, DL, DP, DF, FA 

Winch RZ, FW, JYW/JWY 

Hook   BYD, JX 

Lifeboat NPT, NPT-FF, NPT-R, NPT-RA  

 

JIANGYIN NEPTUNE 

Davit NPT, NPT-DP, NPT-DF, DP, NPT-R, JYL, DL, DP, 138 

Winch SC, DW 

Hook NPT-HK, HKF, HKC 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat JY-KR, JY, DR JIANGYIN WOLONG 

 Hook HK, FHK 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 

Authorisation 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat GF, GTR, GTC, GT, MU-FN, S, G, MU-GJ, FF  

JAPAN MARINE UNITED 

(JMU) 

 

Davit MUL, MUF, MUR, JY-HG, P, JYL, JYGR, JYPL, MU-GJ, 

Winch MUW 

Hook JMU MK II 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat JYB, SC, JYB-F  

 

JIANGYINSHI BEIHAI 

Davit EHRD, SA, SAC, SRH, FRH, LB, LA, BHGH, BHGP, RB, HB, 

HDC, ESAD, PD, W, D, M, FA 

Winch D, FFW 

Hook JYBHK 

Lifeboat IR LIFEGUARD 

Lifeboat LB KANGNAM 

Davit  D-FH, D, N, M, SR, HLDP  

MANSEI (MIURA) Winch SW, MW, A, B, E, F, L, H, HRS, W, LBH, 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 
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name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat MS-GTC, MS-FRB MARE 

Davit NRD-H 

Lifeboat SPRINGER SERIES MARITIME PARTNER 

Davit RIGMASTER MSD 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Hook DIB NADIRO 

Lifeboat SV NARWHAL BOATS 

Davit FF,  OPD, ORD, NDVE NORDAVIT 

Winch SP, E21- 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat FF, G, ML, F NISHI-F (ISHIHARA) 

Hook FF-IHM, NS, SR 

Lifeboat  NM NINGBO KAIRONG 

Hook  SK, SM 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat GES, JYN, MIRIAN, MINIMA, MAGGIE, MAXIMA, MATRIX, 

MIDGET, MERLIN, MAKO, MAGNUM, MAYA, MATHILDA, 

MAUD, MUNIN, EVOLUTION, PE, WATERCRAFT, E-GES, M, 

6.55, FR, MK II 

 

 

NORSAFE (JIANGYIN, 

VIKING) 

 

Hook KD, FF, HRS, NHL, Tor, K4, HRS 

Davit A, C, D, E, LH, LHD, H, HD, SW, NDA, NDC, NDC-L, ND-

SPG, GRA, SPG 

Winch MW, NWR, NW 

Lifeboat LBT, LBF NOREQ (PALFINGER) 

Davit H, HD, SW 

Davit SPLG NIPPON KOKI 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit HGD, HGK, SHS, HGH, RTD, DHA, DMA, FD, RD, WI, RDW  

ORIENTAL Winch BWE, SWE, WL, EWE 

Lifeboat PHOENIX OME 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 

Authorisation 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat EL, 7.3, 8.5 MKV, TELB WATERCRAFT 

(PALFINGER) 

Davit WOD 

Winch MW, DCL 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat MPC, TECB, TELB, CTL, MK I, MK II, MK IV, MK V, XL, 

KISS, FF, FRB, STINGER 

SCHAT HARDING, 

WATERCRAFT 

(PALFINGER) 

Hook ARH, RH, RRH, CAR, LHR, H, KH, FFH, TITAN 

Davit FAD, SA, SAR, SPLG, SSR, SRR, RSD 

Winch LA, FME, RR, W, BE, WH, TW, CW, MW, SPR 

Davit A frame, FFDP, NDC-L, SPR SCHAT (PALFINGER) 

Winch BE, LW, MW, W, 08-02, 2.58, ORD, OMP 

Lifeboat LBT, MCB, MCH, TELB, MPC, CTL, KISS, Waterman, EL, 

M&R, FISKARS, FF, LBF, NPT-F, RSQ, FRSQ, STINGER, 

MOB, WH, SP, FRB 

HARDING (PALFINGER) 

Hook H80, H86, LHR, KH, RRH, ARH, CAR, FFH, H, RH, RHH, 

KH, LHR, SEACURE 

Davit NDC-L, LAR, NPD-L, NRD, FPG, SPG, SPLG, FPH, VIP, 

ORD, OPD, GRA, LA, NT, WID, SPO, SPR, 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 

Authorisation 
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Winch W/ SCH, LR, ND, NDP, LA, BE, MW, NDM15, 85 

Lifeboat PELB, TELB MULDER & RIJKE 

(PALFINGER) 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat BH, BH-F, BH-R, E, F, SK-KR, RB, SC-KR, BH-R  

QINGDAO BEIHAI Hook BG, BH-Hook, Hook, FS, KNXS 

Davit BD, PV, PL, BD-FF, BD-SA, SA, SH 

Winch BW, SC 

Davit RIGMASTER RIGMASTER 

Davit Hydraulic RIMS 

Lifeboat RESCUE/TENDER  PASCOE 

Davit OUTRIGGER  PALMER 

Lifeboat BS PESBO 

Hook On/Off load release & retrieval systems 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat SZ, TR, FEL, GARS, VOX SHIGI 

Hook JX, SZK 

Davit SH, SFB, SHS, STS, SSS, SFS, SFA, SFC, SFD, SJS, SJR SEKIGAHARA 

Winch SWE, SNE 

Davit GH SERVOSHIP 

Winch PR 

Davit FF SHEYANG SEFUITE 

Lifeboat FBB, RR STOCZNIA USTKA 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat KL, TL TSUNEISHI         

(KAMBARA RINGYO) 

Lifeboat CA, CAPSULE  

SURVIVAL SYSTEM 

INTERNATIONAL 

Hook MK247, Suresafe, 504 

Davit Schat, LS, H/PL, W 

Winch W 

Lifeboat HH-FF, GJ, HH, FF  
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
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Hook HH, HN WUXI HAIHONG 

Davit F 

Hook MK247, SURESAFE, 504 SERIES WHITTAKER 

Davit SCHAT 

Hook TITAN WILLIAM MILLS 

Davit 5629 WELIN LAMBIE 

Winch 377, 5507, 5509, 5629 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat YH, RB  

ZHENJIANG MARINE Davit PL, LE, FH, SAC, SAFC 

Winch D, DP, SB, DP1002 

Hook HK 

Davit LYP ZHENJIANG YINSHENG 

Winch D2b63/30 

Lifeboat ZTB ZHONGTIAN 

Davit ZTL 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat VG, VG-FF, VG-KR, DR, FR, VGHLB VANGUARD (JIANGYIN 

VANGUARD) 

Hook C-SAFE 

Davit LE, PL, VGFF 

Winch LE, PL, FF 

Lifeboat RB VALLIANT 

Lifeboat FL VERHOEF 

Hook Arrowhead 

Davit FL 

Winch ZR, ZPN, ZHP ZOLLERN 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment  Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat DSB, DSB-P&T DSB (SURVITEC) 

Davit HL TTS 

Winch HL60 

Davit PLR, PL,   

VESTDAVIT Winch C 

Lifeboat SC SURVIVAL CRAFT 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 
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deemed acceptable by this Administration. 
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Hook Safelaunch, Safelaunch Titanium, Rocloc 

Hook SLA SURVITEC 

Davit DL, CM, CH, SCDB, SCDR 

Winch W, YZ, SC, DW 

Lifeboat EXPLORER, SC, DSB, RB, NPT, IRB, RIB-S, 

RIB-O 

SURVITEC (BRUDE, ZODIAC, DSB, 

SCI, NPT, JY) 

Davit NHRB TECHNIMPIANTI 

Winch RBEW 

Davit FF TOWIMOR 

Winch FF 

Hook FERRI FERRI 

Davit SCM, SCHD, PFHS, PRH NED DECK (PALFINGER) 

Winch NDM 15, PRHE, 04 

Make & Type listing 

Equipment Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Davit YN-LRD YOUNGMAN MARINE 

Winch YN-LRW 
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1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  

a. Lifeboat:  Any lifeboat type including but not limited to Freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, fitted 

with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat type, fast rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller or jet drives. 

b. Davit:  Any Davit type including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and Rescue boat Davit. 

c. Hook: Any Hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/ offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gears. 

d. Winch: Any which types including but not limited to Single/Twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

 

2. Some equipment might be not identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a new parent company 

name. if evidence has been provided to the satisfaction of the attending RO’s surveyor, to justify the equipment list deviation from this Annex, this will be considered 

deemed acceptable by this Administration. 

 

3. When a subcontractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending subcontractor shall be listed and included on the original BASP Certificate of 

Authorisation 
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Make & Type listing 

Equipment   Type, Series or Range Manufacture 

Lifeboat SC, NPT NEPTUNE MARINE  

 Davit DSB-SF 

Winch DRM, HW 

Hook XS WUXI XINSHENG  
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